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I don't think you're counting my medals. Does anyone (even the bungie gods) clarify how The Deaths/Medals are scored? I saw people here saying they did everything in less than three hours. I've been playing crucible for 3 hours, averaging 20 kills per match with all associated medals and made 4% progress. I saw
someone say that 14,000 deaths... That's a little insane. Are there any medals that score more? I won gold medals tonight, so they clearly didn't add much. Page 2 I'll preface this by saying that this is for the step Defeated opponents and medals won from the quest. So I'm not sure if it's a bug, supervision, intended
behavior or what, but I'm on my last leg for it at 78%. I just finished a decently good game with 29 opponents defeated and won 29 points in the search stage. This was a game where I won some medals as you suppose. I'm testing now if maybe you only count gold-level medals or Scout-related medals, but it's definitely
not all kinds of medals. Edit: Got a Scout medal finally and it looks like it counted for maybe 100 points. It will do more tests, but at least it seems that the way to 14k is just to get as many Scout medals as possible. Edit 2: Now I'm earning ~100 points per round, it could be objective medals though. The advantage of this
is that definitely not all medals, but the goal of playing and the Scouts seem to work faster. Control and Classic Mix seem to be the way to go. Page 2 18 comments I think this search is a bit to be drawn. Defeated enemies and medals is just too high for something that is not a pinnacle weapon. And I know people said
that any medal counts, but does it really? I didn't notice. I can go to a game and get all kinds of medals and check and it's still at the same percentage that was the last game. Page 2 12 comments Part of the search step is to win guardian deaths or win medals, and I'm not sure if it's just me and I'm horrible in the game,
but the progression is extremely slow. The real conclusion is to win 14,000 medals and/or defeated enemies and, to be honest, do I sometimes feel like they don't even count for it? I've seen some posts saying that the search is tapped, but it makes progress for me just at an incredibly slow rate, I'm not sure if in the
average of games I should be taking, but for me I'm waiting over 300 games to get this gun, it's not fun not to really know what progresses this quest I know says that the greatest progress can be gained through multi deaths however claims it is for the rifle scout blows end part of the quest, so it is expected to win 14,000
final blows? Surely this can't be expected? Sorry for add to the endless amounts of complaints and speeches against this game, I am really a big fan and no matter what love the game and will always love, love, had a little inconvenience with this quest besides that I love the game and bungie you are doing an amazing
job! Page 2 18 comments I put around 15 hours in this search, and so far this is my progress: final blows: 51% Glory: complete. Medals and deaths: 20%. Does that sound right, or am I doing something wrong? Page 210 reviews I've been grinding these scout rifle deaths for a while now and have had some really good
games and it doesn't seem like I'm making any progress at all. He had a game of 20 kills and got 1%. Is there something wrong or does it just take a lot of deaths to progress? Page 25 comments Hello guys, I think I'm missing something but defeated enemies and medals won is stuck at 1%, is it supposed to be so?
:lPage 2 33 comments Look, I don't know if it's just me or if it's a bug, but the search for Randy's Throwing Knife is being weird. For the step Defeated enemies and medals will not progress after %75. I've tried all the crucible game modes and I've used all kinds of weapons, but it just won't progress beyond that. Help me
please found that if you change character and play a game it keeps progressing, but that's the only 'quick' fix I've found. It's kind of long to keep doing, but at least it's progress, I guess? Page 241 comments So after hours suffering with a scout rifle they will tell me that more than 500 deaths and heaps of medals is not
enough? I'm so angry right now. This should be bugged. After 30 medals in Mayhem didn't add even 1%, I counted. They think forcing me to play with a shit scout rifle against one-eyed shotgun monkeys on prodomantely closed room maps wasn't enough? Now Do I have to decipher the recquirments of your search?
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